
 

 

Sterling high yield picks up 

 
High relative yields and a pickup in liquidity have brought the sterling high yield market back to life. 
 

 Number of dealers quoting sterling high yield has steadily increased over the last three 
months 

 The yield premium to hold sterling high yield bonds over equivalent euro high yield is 
125bps up from nought in 2013 

 High yield issuer Jaguar Land Rover trades in line with BBB investment grade bonds
 
Late last week, Jaguar Land Rover, a luxury 
British car maker, raised £400m in the 
European high yield market. So far this year 
sterling deals have been rare sights, although 
more may be set to follow in Jaguar’s 
footsteps. The collapse of Phones4U last 
September and the consequential fall in its 
bonds dented confidence in the market. This 
development, along with volatility in the 
broader global high yield market had 
practically bought primary markets to a 
standstill for six months. 
 
Liquidity picking up 
 

 
 
The year has started with an uptake in the 
number of dealers quoting sterling high yield 
bonds, an indication of liquidity in the market. 
The Markit iBoxx Global Developed Markets 
High Yield GBP Sub-Index offers a snapshot 
of this market (by notional amount 
outstanding). The average number of dealers 
quoting the eight bonds hit 9.75 late January, 
the highest figure in a year; a large uptick  
 

 
from last September when the average 
number dipped to 6.38.  
 
Sterling vs. euro 

 
 
In today’s yield sparse environment, one of 
the appealing aspects of high yield sterling 
deals is that headline yields are much wider 
than equivalent euro deals. The yield 
disconnect began mid-2013, and the gap has 
since widened to 125bps, with the iBoxx 
Global Developed Markets High Yield GBP 
Sub-Index yielding 5.66% and the iBoxx EUR 
High Yield unconstrained ex crossover index 
at 4.41%.  
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While much of this yield difference can be 
attributed towards falling government bond 
prices, even when singling out credit quality  
by comparing spreads over swaps, sterling 
high yield still provides around 20bps extra 
return in comparison to euro high yield. This 
difference steadily rose over the last six 
months to a high of 69bps on January 15th as 
the sterling market was shunned. As liquidity 
and primary market activity has picked up, the 
yield gap has since come down. 
 
Is Jaguar high yield? 
 

 
 
An interesting aspect of the recent Jaguar 
issuance was how the deal developed during 
the pricing process and in particular investor 
sentiment with regards to the quality of the 
issuer.  
 
Initial talks were for a £300m deal and pricing 
was set in the 4% region, which was already 
seen as on the low side for a high yield issuer. 

The deal finally priced with a coupon of 
3.875%, and the amount issued was 
increased to £400m on the back of the strong 
demand. Jaguar Land Rover has a current 
average rating of BB, according to Markit 
iBoxx. 
 
The deal had an investment grade feel which 
has been reflected by the performance of 
existing Jaguar Land Rover bonds in the 
secondary market. The 5% bond due 2022 
tightened 7bps on Friday, to a mid-yield of 
3.61% which was less than the average yield 
on the same day as the iBoxx £ Overall BBB 
index, the lowest rung in the investment 
grade ladder. The bonds also held up well 
during last September’s volatility, staying 
below 5% when the broader sterling high 
yield market started to rise above 6%.  
 
The price action shows investors are treating 
Jaguar Land Rover as investment grade and 
may be anticipating an upgrade, but also 
shows the strong investor appetite for quality 
sterling high yield. 
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